Spacious sofa with clean lines
BRÅTHULT Sofa has a slim design with clean and straight modern lines, while also being spacious and generous when you sit in it. The metal frame makes it stable and durable, yet easy to lift and move if you want to rearrange your room or if you maybe move to a new home. Does the sofa need to double as a bed? Then choose the sleeper sofa that quickly and easily transforms into a comfortable bed. The springy seat and elastic foam mean that you sit and sleep comfortably.

Sustainable the whole way
BRÅTHULT Sofa is made of lightweight yet sturdy and durable materials. The flat packs that the sofa comes in make it easier for you to transport and carry into your home. It also makes our transports more efficient which means that we can keep our carbon dioxide emissions down and prices low.
It’s easy to transform BRÅTHULT sleeper sofa into a spacious and comfortable bed. First, pull out the underframe. Then simply fold out the legs and position the underframe in place and attach it to the sofa – now the bed is ready for a good night’s sleep.
BRÅTHULT Sofa
Overall size: W83½×D30¾×H27½”.

BRÅTHULT Corner sofa
Overall size: W83½×D30¾/58¾×H27½”.

BRÅTHULT Corner sleeper sofa
Overall size: W83½×D30¾/58¾×H27½”.

Total price including cover
BRÅTHULT Vissle red/orange 992.178.16 $279
BRÅTHULT Borred gray-green 692.178.08 $309

Parts included in this combination
BOMSUND Comfort cover 1 pc
BOMSUND Mattress 28×79¾” 1 pc
BOMSUND Sofa frame 1 pc
BRÅTHULT Cushion set 1 pc
BRÅTHULT Cover for corner sofa 1 pc

Total price including cover
BRÅTHULT Vissle red/orange 292.178.29 $349
BRÅTHULT Borred gray-green 792.178.22 $399

Parts included in this combination
BOMSUND Comfort cover 1 pc
BOMSUND Frame for corner sofa 1 pc
BOMSUND Mattress 28×79¾” 1 pc
BRÅTHULT Cushion set 1 pc
BRÅTHULT Cover for corner sofa 1 pc

Total price including cover
BRÅTHULT Vissle red/orange 492.178.52 $429
BRÅTHULT Borred gray-green 892.178.50 $479

Parts included in this combination
BOMSUND Comfort cover 1 pc
BOMSUND Frame for corner sleeper sofa 1 pc
BOMSUND Mattress 28×51¼” 1 pc
BOMSUND Mattress 28×79¾” 1 pc
BRÅTHULT Cushion set 1 pc
BRÅTHULT Cover for corner sofa 1 pc
EXTRA COVERS

BRÅTHULT Cover for sofa
- VISSLE red-orange 403.361.85 $59
- BORRED gray-green 403.362.46 $89

BRÅTHULT Cover for corner sofa and corner sleeper sofa
- VISSLE red-orange 803.361.93 $89
- BORRED gray-green 303.362.42 $139

EXTRA MATTRESSES

BOMSUND Mattress 28×79¾". Fits BRÅTHULT sofa, corner sofa and corner sleeper sofa.
- 603.361.65 $60

BOMSUND Mattress 28×51¼". Fits BRÅTHULT corner sleeper sofa.
- 503.361.61 $50

BOMSUND Mattress 28×28". Fits BRÅTHULT corner sofa and corner sleeper sofa.
- 803.361.69 $20

SERVICES

IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you'll save the most money. But if you would like some help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider. Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

DELIVERY SERVICE

Most of our products are designed and packaged so that you can take them home yourself. If you prefer, we can arrange for delivery of your purchases directly to your home or business. Same day, next day or same week deliveries are available. We can also arrange for delivery at a later date if you would like.

PICKING WITH DELIVERY SERVICE

We'll collect the products on your shopping list from throughout the store and arrange to have everything delivered to your home or office. See an IKEA co-worker and tell them what you're looking for and they will book and print your items on a customer order. Take this order to the check-outs and pay for your purchases both goods and services. And you're on your way!

ASSEMBLY SERVICE

For online and in-store purchases, TaskRabbit offers quick and convenient assembly and mounting for your IKEA purchases made online and in select stores. Plus, enjoy flat rate pricing created just for IKEA products.

Services and prices may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services or talk to us in your local IKEA store.